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To study the energy evolution and acoustic emission characteristics of layered sandstone under
anchorage in the process of deformation and failure, the sandstone samples from Chuxiong Yi
Autonomous Prefecture, Yunnan Province were selected for uniaxial compression testing. The
energy evolution in the process of sandstone failure and the spatial fractal characteristics of
acoustic emission events in the process of deformation and failure were investigated. Research
results show that anchoring canmake layered sandstone storemore energy, the stored energy
first increases, then decreases with the increase of bedding angle; the B value of sandstone
under anchorage is generally higher than that of unanchored sandstone in the whole
deformation and failure process, and the continuous decline in B value can be used to
indicate a precursor to instability and failure; under the action of anchoring, the D value of
sandstone (its fractal dimension) also increases, then decreases with the increase of bedding
angle. The D value changes within [2, 3]. At a given bedding angle, the D value of anchored
sandstone is greater than that of unanchored sandstone, the D value of 30° anchored
sandstone increased the most (by 12.33%); the maximum D value occurred in 45°

anchored sandstone (reaching 2.72) and the spatial distribution of acoustic emission events
and damage of sandstone under anchorage is also more uniform; under increasing stress, the
number of acoustic emission events is less widely distributed in the early stage and more
densely distributed in the later stage. The growth rate of theD value varies across different peak
stress ranges, which is more significant under the action of anchorage. The acoustic emission
event counts grow evenly and slowly in the space, and the toughness of sandstone is improved
to a certain extent under the action of anchorage.
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INTRODUCTION

China’s infrastructure is developing apace and the demand for traffic efficiency between cities is also
increasing. Therefore, tunnels are often needed to be built in mountainous areas to shorten journeys.
Various tunnel projects are planned, are under construction, and have been built (Feng et al., 2015;
Feng et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2021). Tunnels often cross layered rock mass with obvious layered
structure and significant anisotropy (Song et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2020), and the internal cracks of
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layered rock mass are further developed under the action of
vibration and other external loads during tunnel construction,
resulting in the continuous accumulation of internal damage and
rock failure. For complex layered rock mass, anchoring
technology is often used to strengthen the rock mass.
Therefore, it is of great significance to evaluate the stability of
layered sandstone and provide precursory information before the
failure of layered sandstone by studying the energy evolution law
and acoustic emission characteristics of underlying sandstone in
the process of deformation and failure (Li, 2017; Li et al., 2020; Li
et al., 2021a; Li et al., 2021b). It is necessary to study the energy
evolution and acoustic emission variation characteristics of
sandstone with different bedding planes during deformation
and failure under anchorage.

Many scholars at home and abroad have done a lot of
research on the anchorage mechanism of layered rock mass
(Kang 2014; Cai et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2016). Through
theoretical analysis, indoor simulation test and in-situ
support test, they have conducted a lot of research on the
bolt load transfer mechanism and bolt anchorage effect in
layered rock mass and accumulated rich experience. To a
certain extent, it deepens the understanding of anchorage
mechanism to the reinforcement mechanism of layered rock
mass. At present, scholars have investigated the evolution of
internal energy dissipation and transfer during different types of
rock deformation and failure under different stress paths (Ma
et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2019). The research
shows that the rock exchanges material and energy with the
outside world all the time during its deformation and failure,
which is embodied in an energy dissipation evolution process.
The internal relationship between energy dissipation, energy
release, and rock strength in the process of rock deformation
and failure was studied by energy theory (Gao et al., 2020). The
energy mechanism of rock damage was explored based on the
triaxial cyclic compression test. The damage variable used to
describe the damage evolution process of rock was established
through the study of the increment of dissipated energy (Geng
and Cao, 2020; Wu et al., 2019). With the local deformation and
damage of rock, the phenomenon of energy release and
propagation in the form of elastic waves was called acoustic
emission. The location information of acoustic emission events
in rock was obtained through the reception and processing of
elastic wave data by an acoustic emission monitoring system,
and the characteristics of acoustic emission parameters in the
process of rock failure were used to study the internal damage
evolution in rock (Meng et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2021; Liu et al.,
2021). Through the monitoring and analysis of the evolution
and development of internal micro-cracks and macro-cracks
based on the characteristics of acoustic emission parameters in
the process of rock failure, the strain-concentration area was
found to mainly accumulate and expand on both sides of the
crack (Tang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020). Through uniaxial or
triaxial compression tests of different kinds of rocks,
supplemented by acoustic emission monitoring system, the
spatial damage distribution and deformation and failure
characteristics of rocks were investigated, and their
progressive failure characteristics were explored in cyclic

loading and unloading tests (He et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021;
Zhang et al., 2021).

To sum up, the above research mainly focuses on the research
of mechanical anchorage mechanism, energy evolution law and
acoustic emission parameters in the deformation and failure
process of layered rock. There are few studies on the
evaluation of layered rock mass stability under the action of
anchor and the precursory information before the failure of
layered sandstone, and the disasters caused by bedding
structure to engineering rock mass are still common.
Therefore, based on the uniaxial compression test, a
comparative study of anchored sandstone and unanchored
sandstone was investigated, and the energy evolution, acoustic
emission characteristics, and spatial fractal characteristics of
acoustic emission events in the deformation and failure
process of sandstone with five bedding angles of 0°, 30°, 45°,
60°, and 90° were explored. This study has important application
value for revealing the damage and instability mechanism of
layered rock mass with similar properties in practical engineering
and providing the precursory information and failure
characteristics of underlying sandstone before failure.

TEST PREPARATION AND TEST SCHEME

Rock Sample Preparation and Bolt
Selection
The yellow sandstone samples selected for the test were taken
from Chuxiong Yi Autonomous Prefecture, Yunnan Province,
China. As shown in Figure 1, the bedding angles of 0°, 30°, 45°,
60°, and 90° were drilled on site; according to the method
suggested by the International Society for Rock Mechanics, the
rock sample was made into a cylindrical sample with a height of
100 mm and a diameter of 50 mm. Both ends and sides of the rock
sample were polished to ensure that the unevenness and non-
perpendicularity were less than 0.02 mm. After the preparation of
rock samples, ZT802 non-metallic ultrasonic testing analyzer

FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram of rock sample preparation.
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(Figure 2) was used to measure the wave velocity of each rock
sample three times at different positions at both ends of each
sample, before taking the average value, having eliminated
outliers.

The bolt material is 45 steel with similar mechanical
parameters to an engineering bolt, which is processed into a
screw with strength grade of 8.8. The comparison results between
the mechanical parameters and the engineering bolt are listed in
Table 1.

Referring to the design parameters such as bolt diameter of
16–25 mm and row spacing of 0.5–1.0 m in the actual engineering
bolt support design, a bolt setting with a diameter of 30 mm at a
row spacing of 0.6 m was selected for physical simulation.

Laboratory tests were applied to bolts with a diameter of
3 mm, the bolt distance from the two end faces is 20 mm and
the inter-row distance is 60 mm for purposes of simulation. The
geometric similarity ratio of bolt diameter and bolt spacing is 10:
1. The schematic diagram of anchored rock sample and bolt
position is shown in Figure 3.

Test Equipment and Test Scheme
The energy evolution and acoustic emission characteristics of
bedding sandstone under anchorage were measured by
conventional uniaxial compression. Rock samples were
divided into unanchored and anchored at both ends. When
installing the anchor rod, a hole with a diameter of 4 mm in
combination with the position was drilled, as shown in Figure 3.
After verifying that there was no debris in the hole, we injected
an anchoring agent, and then slowly inserted the bolt (with its
nut) into the hole and used a torque wrench to apply a 0.5-kN
preload to the nut. After the preparation of anchored sandstone,
a ZT802 non-metallic ultrasonic testing analyzer was used to
measure the same wave velocity of each rock sample, and
outliers were eliminated. During the test, three groups of
parallel tests were conducted for each rock sample to
improve the authenticity of the test data.

The conventional uniaxial compression test adopts the ZTRE-
210 microcomputer-controlled rock triaxial test system,
accompanied by the 8-channel Micro-II Express Digital AE
System acoustic emission monitoring system to collect the
acoustic emission information during compression loading of
the rock specimens. The schematic diagram of the test equipment
is shown in Figure 4, and the layout position of the acoustic
emission sensor on the rock sample is illustrated in Figure 5. The
tests were load-controlled at a rate of 0.5 kN/s until the rock
sample had been damaged. Through the test, the average values of
the key parameters of the rock samples are listed (Tables 2, 3).

FIGURE 2 | ZT802 non-metal ultrasonic testing analyzer.

TABLE 1 | Mechanical parameters of 45 steel bolt and an engineering bolt.

Material science Tensile strength/MPa Shear strength/MPa Elastic modulus/GPa Anchoring force/MPa Elongation/%

45 steel screw 600 400 200 30–40 ≥16
Engineering bolt 200–600 260–600 200 ≥50 ≥16

FIGURE 3 | Schematic diagram of anchor rock sample and anchor bolt position.
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ANALYSIS OF ENERGY EVOLUTION IN
ROCK SPECIMENS

Energy Calculation
The study of energy theory shows that the essence of rock
deformation and failure process is the dissipation and release
of internal energy under external load. Instability failure will

occur when the internal energy is suddenly released. The internal
stored energy before rock failure corresponds to the total input
energy W of the uniaxial compression test press, During uniaxial
loading, part of the energy stored in the rock will be stored in the
form of elastic strain, which is called releasing elastic strain energy
Ws, and the other part is mainly dissipated in the form of
irreversible plastic deformation and damage to the rock, which
is called dissipative strain energy Wd. Assuming that the
experimental system has no energy exchange with the outside
world and ignores the kinetic energy loss during instability
failure, the relationships between total input strain energy W,
releasable elastic strain energy Ws and dissipated strain energy
Wd are given by:

W � Ws +Wd (1)

W � ∫ σdε � ∑
n−1

i�1
∫
εi+1

εi

σ idε � ∑
n−1

i�1

εi+1 − εi
2

(σ i+1 + σ i) (2)

Ws � 1
2
σ i(εi − εd) � σ2i

2Ed
≈

σ2
i

2E
(3)

FIGURE 4 | Schematic diagram of the test equipment.

FIGURE 5 | Layout of an acoustic emission probe.

TABLE 2 | Average value of key parameters of unanchored rock samples.

Bedding angle Uniaxial compressive
strength/MPa

Elastic modulus/GPa Wave velocity/km·s−1 Density/g·cm−3 Saturated moisture
content (%)

0° 42.2 13.35 1.174 2.07 4.99
30° 50.1 16.24 1.286 2.06 5.16
45° 54.2 18.45 1.312 2.08 4.43
60° 46.2 17.05 1.506 2.07 4.55
90° 40.1 11.40 1.403 2.07 4.60
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where W = the total input energy; Ws = the elastic strain energy;
Wd = the dissipative strain energy; εi = the strain value at σ i; εd =
the residual strain when the unloading stress is 0; E = the modulus
of elasticity.

Analysis of Energy Dissipation and Transfer
in Rock Specimens
According to Formulae 1, 2, 3, the relationship curves of input
strain energy, elastic strain energy, dissipated strain energy, and
the ratio of dissipated energy to elastic energy of unanchored and
anchored layered sandstone were calculated (Figures 6, 7):
Because the test was load-controlled and the rock was brittle
rock, there was no post-peak stage, so the pre-peak stage of rock
sample was selected for energy calculation in the present work.
Limited by the length of the article, we only analyzed the energy
dissipation and transfer in layered sandstone at 45° and 90° in
anchored and unanchored conditions (other layered sandstone
samples show similar energy evolution trends).

According to the energy evolution curves of rock samples in
Figures 6, 7: Throughout the uniaxial compression process, the
total strain energy input by the press to the rock is mainly stored
in the rock as elastic strain energy. In the initial compaction stage,
the internal micro-cracks of the rock sample are gradually
compacted and closed, and the friction damage of the micro-
cracks leads to the internal energy of the rock sample dominated

by the dissipated energy. In the process of fracture closure, the
rate of growth of the dissipated energy gradually decreases, and
the elastic energy gradually exceeds the dissipated energy after
fracture closure; with the continuous increase of stress, the rock
sample enters the elastic stage. When the Wd/Ws ratio decreases
to about 0.4, the growth of dissipated energy basically stops. Since
then, the dissipated energy of 45° rock samples remains
unchanged at the peak level, and the dissipated energy of 90°

rock samples gradually decreases after reaching the peak,
indicating that the 45° bedding sandstone is more stable than
90° bedding sandstone, and the internal fracture development is
relatively slow during compression. The energy evolution curve of
the rock sample shows a growth stage in which the growth rate of
the dissipated energy increases gradually compared with the
elastic stage. The internal cracks in the rock bifurcate and
develop rapidly, then resulting in local shear failure until the
cracks penetrate and the fracture surface is damaged.

The energy calculation results of sandstone with five bedding
angles during failure show that: In the sandstone with the same
bedding angle, the anchored sandstone generally stores more total
input strain energy, elastic strain energy and dissipation energy
than the unanchored sandstone. In unanchored and anchored
layered sandstone, the total input strain energy, elastic strain
energy and dissipation energy of rock samples basically increase
first and then decrease with the increase of bedding angle, but
increase will occur in 90° bedding sandstone. It can be seen from

TABLE 3 | Average value of key parameters of anchored rock samples.

Bedding angle Uniaxial compressive
strength/MPa

Elastic modulus/GPa Wave velocity/km·s−1 Density/g·cm−3 Saturated moisture
content (%)

0° 44.8 13.44 1.172 2.06 5.24
30° 57.3 19.93 1.298 2.06 4.95
45° 63.7 21.96 1.313 2.09 4.79
60° 51.5 19.66 1.508 2.04 5.10
90° 43.7 14.49 1.357 2.06 5.12

FIGURE 6 | Energy evolution in layered sandstone without an anchor: (A) No anchor 45°; (B) No anchor 90°.
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Formula 2 that the stored energy of rock is related to the peak
stress of rock and the corresponding strain at the peak stress.
Although the compressive strength of 90° bedding sandstone is
slightly lower than that of 60° bedding sandstone, the strain at
failure is greater than that of 60° bedding sandstone, resulting in
the increase of total input strain energy of 90° bedding sandstone
compared with 60° bedding sandstone. In the case of unanchored
specimens, the layered sandstone slides along the weak bedding
plane in the elastic stage, making the local shear fracture zones
gradually cross-connect until failure occurs. In the energy
evolution process, the dissipative energy will exhibit dense
fluctuations in a localized area during the elastic stage. After
the dissipative energy fluctuation is completed, the dissipative
energy will increase sharply, and then the rock sample will be
damaged. Under the action of anchoring, there is no sharp
fluctuation in dissipated energy in the elastic stage, indicating
that the anchor can increase the stability and compressive
strength of bedded sandstone.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ACOUSTIC
EMISSION DURING ROCK SAMPLE
FAILURE
Acoustic Emission Parameter Analysis
The common characteristic parameters of acoustic emission
include event count, energy, amplitude, and duration.
According to the acoustic emission count (cumulative count)
and energy (cumulative energy) in the process of rock failure, we
studied the degree of occurrence and development of cracks in the
rock to through failure and the intensity of accompanying
acoustic emission events (Guo and Wong, 2020; Jiang et al.,
2020; Meng et al., 2021). Here, we list the test results of 60°

bedding specimens as an example.
The changes of acoustic emission parameters during loading,

deformation and failure of anchored rock are shown in Figures 8,
9. In the initial stage of loading, the two rock samples are in the

compaction stage, and the acoustic emission counting rate and
energy are at a low level and fluctuate within a small range. At that
time, the specimen is undergoing closure of primary joints and
micro-fractures in the rock. During this period, it can be seen
from the enlarged drawing of Zone I that there is a small wave
peak in the acoustic emission counting rate. After the wave peak,
the acoustic emission counting rate and energy rate will enter a
stable period for a certain time when, the rock sample enters the
elastic stage, and there are few new cracks (a quiet period in AE
terms), in which the anchoring effect is small; with increasing
load, the acoustic emission count rate of rock will increase
gradually. The count rate and energy remain low and
irreversible plastic deformation and new cracks occur in the
rock sample, and the sandstone particles continue to slip
between the same bedding plane, resulting in an upward
acoustic emission count rate (an AE transition period). At the
initial stage of this stage, the acoustic emission count rate of
anchored rock will increase and decrease sharply within a small
range compared with that in the calm period, indicating that the
anchor rod has inhibited the development of primary fractures in
the rock sample. In the middle and late plastic stage, the acoustic
emission counting rate shows an upward trend, and the count
rate will increase sharply in a short time. At this time, the internal
crack of the rock sample rapidly develops into a through-crack,
forms a fracture surface, and immediately destroys the rock (the
so-called active period of acoustic emission). In this stage, the
peak stress, internal cumulative energy and cumulative count of
the anchored rock are significantly greater than those of the
unanchored rock sample. At the same time, the high count-rate
and high energy-release range of the anchored rock in the active
period are longer than those of the unanchored rock, showing
that the anchored rock is more stable. After the rock sample has
been damaged, the acoustic emission count rate of rock samples
with or without anchors decreases sharply and disappears rapidly
(the so-called acoustic emission attenuation period). There is
obvious shear failure of rock with or without anchorage. Other
bedding angles in the rock specimens show similar AE

FIGURE 7 | Energy evolution in layered sandstone with an anchor: (A) Anchor 45°; (B) Anchor 90°.
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characteristics in the process of uniaxial compression
deformation and failure.

Acoustic Emission B-Value Characteristics
The B value represents the parameter of seismic magnitude
frequency relationship. At present, research into the B value is
not limited to seismic analysis. In rock, the acoustic emission
event generated in the process of deformation and failure can be
regarded as microseismic activity, and the event amplitude can be
regarded as the seismic grade. By studying the variation of
acoustic emission B value, the precursory characteristics of
sandstone instability and failure at different bedding angles
under anchorage were revealed (Liu et al., 2020).

lgN � a − bm (4)

where a and b are constants, N represents the number of
microseismic events, and m is the magnitude. The calculation
of n is based on the statistics pertaining to a large number of data,
and two statistical methods can be used: differential frequency
and cumulative frequency. In the differential frequency, N is the
earthquake frequency with magnitude in the interval [m − Δm,
m + Δm]. In the calculation of the acoustic emission B value, the
acoustic emission amplitude A (dB) is divided by 20 to replace the
magnitude m, i.e., m = A/20. In the study of acoustic emission
events, the B value can be used as the characteristic parameter
indicative of rock damage propagation state and range to detect
imminent dynamic disasters in the rock mass.

Acoustic emission events will produce large fluctuations in the
process of rock compression, so a given number of events can be
selected for each window, and the B value is calculated by sliding

FIGURE 8 | Relationship between acoustic emission energy and cumulative energy of rock sample and stress: (A) Unanchored bedding sandstone; (B) Anchored
bedding sandstone.

FIGURE 9 | Relationship between acoustic emission counting and cumulative counting of rock samples and stress: (A) Unanchored bedding sandstone; (B)
Anchored bedding sandstone.
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FIGURE 10 |Relationship between b value and amplitude of layered sandstone: (A) 0° sandstone; (B) 30° sandstone; (C) 45° sandstone; (D) 60° sandstone; (E) 90°

sandstone.
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grouping, so as to increase the statistical validity of data
pertaining to the number of events, and the maximum
likelihood estimation method is used to calculate the B value
(Amitrano, 2003):

b � nlge
∑(nilgAi) − nlgAm

(5)

where Ai = the amplitude; ni = the amplitude equal to Ai acoustic
emission energy; Am = the minimum amplitude value in the
calculation object; n = the total number of acoustic emission
events used to calculate the value; e = a natural number.

The time-normalized coordinate system is used to
represent the variation relationship between B and
amplitude of events in sandstone with different bedding
angles under anchorage (Figure 10). In the initial
compaction stage of loading, there are few acoustic
emission events in the rock sample, the cracking scale of
primary joints and micro-fractures in the rock is small, and
B is high. The initial B value at this time reflects the state of B
value when there is only small fracture activity in the initial
compaction stage, and can also be used as a reference value for
the change of B value in the whole process. With the increase
of B value, the small cracks increase continuously, and the B
value is less than the initial b value at the final failure. With
increasing stress, the B value of sandstone shows an upward
trend in the elastic stage and the distribution of micro-cracks
and acoustic emission events in sandstone is relatively
uniform, and sandstone is stable. When the time reaches
about 0.7, as the sandstone changes from the elastic stage
to the plastic stage, due to the large collection of micro-cracks
in sandstone, large cracks are formed. In the locally damaged
area, the stress-drop in the corresponding sandstone
specimen occurs many times, accompanied by high-
amplitude, high-energy events, and B continues to decline.
Finally, the large cracks in the sandstone are connected and
unstable failure occurs whereupon, the B value reaches a
minimum.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the B value of anchored
layered sandstone first increases, then decreases throughout the
uniaxial compression deformation process. For sandstone at a
given bedding angle, the number of acoustic emission events of
anchored sandstone exceeded that of unanchored sandstone, and
the B value is generally higher than that of unanchored sandstone
in different stages, indicating that the development of internal
fractures under the action of anchorage can be effectively
restrained, the compressive strength of rock can be improved,
and the toughness of the sandstone can be improved. The
continuous decrease of B value can be regarded as precursory
information before the failure of anchored and unanchored
layered sandstone.

Analysis of Spatial Fractal Evolution of
Acoustic Emission Events
The fractal dimension of acoustic emission events in rock failure
process is a measure of the disorder of micro-cracks in rock,

which can reflect the tendency of micro-damage evolution to
macro-cracks (Liu et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2021).
Xie et al. (2011) proposed a sphere-covering method and column-
covering method to predict the spatial fractal distribution of rock
acoustic emission events (Figure 11). The sphere-covering
method mainly covers the central area, which cannot reflect
the damage to the areas at both ends of the specimen,
therefore, according to the geometry of the cylindrical rock
specimens, the cylinder-covering method and calculation
model could be adopted to calculate the spatial fractal
dimension of sandstone with different bedding angles under
the action of anchorage.

In the cylinder-covering method, the fractal dimension model
in the space of acoustic emission events follows the volume
distribution, as given by (Xie, 1996):

N(r)∝ r2H (6)
where, the radius R and height h change in the same proportion
(r � c × H), then Formula 6 gives:

N(r)∝Cr3 (7)
According to fractal theory, the relationship between the

spatial distribution number of acoustic emission events and
the radius r of the micro-cylinder can be expressed as:

N(r)∝CrD (8)
Taking the logarithm of both sides:

lgN(r) � Dlgr + lgC (9)
where r = the radius of the micro-cylinder (the radii selected
herein are 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25); N(r) = the number of acoustic
emission events in a micro-cylinder with radius r; D = fractal
dimension; C = a constant (taken herein as 0.25).

According to the fractal dimension calculation principle, the
double logarithmic coordinates of the spatial distribution number
N(r) of acoustic emission events of sandstone with different bedding
angles and the corresponding spatial radius under the action of

FIGURE 11 | Sphere and cylinder-covering methods.
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anchorage were made. The linear correlation of lgN(r) − lgr is
directly proportional to the fractal characteristics of events, and its
relationship is shown in Figure 12.

Through the linear analysis of fractal dimension fitting
between anchored and unanchored sandstones with different
bedding angles (Figure 12), the acoustic emission events of

FIGURE 12 | Fractal dimension fitting line of layered sandstone: (A) 0° sandstone; (B) 30° sandstone; (C) 45° sandstone; (D) 60° sandstone; (E) 90° sandstone.
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sandstone in the failure process were found to have fractal
characteristics in space, and the range of variation of fractal
dimension D is within [2, 3]. The increase of D value indicates
that the spatial distribution of events in sandstone is more
uniform, that is, the damage is evenly distributed in
sandstone, on the contrary, the smaller the D value, the
more the acoustic emission events are intensively
distributed in space, indicating that the rock is locally
severely damaged. The fractal dimension D of sandstone
first increases, then decreases with the increase of bedding
angle (Figure 13). The D value shows a positive correlation
with the compressive strength of sandstone. The fractal
dimension D of anchored sandstone is greater than that of
unanchored sandstone, the growth rate of 30° bedding
anchored sandstone (in terms of D value) is the largest
(reaching 12.33%), and the largest D value occurs in 45°

bedding anchored sandstone (reaching 2.72). The increase
in D shows that the distribution of internal cracks in
sandstone can become uniform when anchored, and the
degree of stress concentration therein can be reduced.
Figure 14 shows the time distribution of the height of
acoustic emission events of anchored and unanchored
sandstone in different bedding orientations. The acoustic
emission events increase with the increase of time under
compression. The number of acoustic emission events of
sandstone increases under the action of anchorage. The
distribution of damage to the rock can be seen more
intuitively through the range of distribution of acoustic
emission events. In the 30° bedding sandstone, the acoustic
emission time of unanchored sandstone is mainly
concentrated in the height range of 0–40 mm wherein,
many acoustic emission events have occurred in the initial
stage of loading, cracks appear in the sandstone, local damage
occurs, finally developing into through-cracks, resulting in
instability and failure. The acoustic emission events in
anchored sandstone are evenly distributed over the height
of the specimens. A small number of acoustic emission events

occur in anchored specimens in the early stage and these are
evenly distributed, thus avoiding sudden damage to the rock
due to local stress concentration. Therefore, the fractal
dimension D can reflect the severity of the damage and its
distribution in the rock. The lower the D value, the more
concentrated the damage, and the greater the D value, the
more uniform and widespread the damage.

From the relationship between acoustic emission event
spatial fractal dimension D and relative peak stress in
Figure 15, it can be seen that with the continuous increase
of stress, acoustic emission spatial fractal dimension D tends
to increase, and the D value of anchored sandstone is generally
greater than that of unanchored sandstone throughout the
process. Before the stress reaches 0.3 σ, the growth of D is
rapid. In this stage, the acoustic emission events are generated
at a high rate due to the compaction and closure of micro-
fractures and primary joints in the rock sample. Figure 14
shows that acoustic emission events gradually increase with
time, so the early D value is low, indicating that there are few
acoustic emission events in sandstone, which are densely
distributed in local parts; With the continuous increase of
stress, the change in D is slow when the stress is between 0.3 σ
and 0.6 σ. In this stage, the sandstone undergoes elastic
deformation, the rock is relatively stable, there are few
acoustic emission events, and these have little effect on D;
once the stress reaches 0.6 σ, D increases and irreversible
plastic deformation occurs in the rock sample. At the same
time, not only do new fractures appear in the rock sample, but
new micro-fractures develop rapidly in the elastic stage,
locally concentrated damage occurs, and finally the
through-fracture surface is formed, resulting in sudden
damage to the sandstone.

It can be seen from Formula 8 that the number of acoustic
emission events has a positive proportional exponential
growth relationship with D. in the initial stage, there are
few acoustic emission events, and the value of D in the
same space is small. In the magnitude and change rate of D
value under different stresses in uniaxial compression, the
former can represent the number of acoustic emission events
to a certain extent, and the latter can represent the growth rate
of acoustic emission events in the process of compression. For
60° bedding sandstone, obvious shear failure occurs along the
bedding plane at the weak anchorage during deformation and
failure, and the D value changes little, showing a linear change
from the plastic stage to final failure, indicating significant
brittleness: the effect of the anchor bolt on improving the
toughness of this bedding rock sample is insignificant. At
other bedding angles, the D value tends to be stable in the
process of plastic deformation and failure. At this time,
although the sandstone has produced a wide spatial range
of damage, the acoustic emission events increase evenly and
slowly in the space near the point of failure. This phenomenon
is more obvious than that of unanchored sandstone, therefore,
the bolt can improve the toughness of sandstone to a certain
extent. Therefore, in engineering practice, using anchor bolts
to anchor layered sandstone can improve the strength and
stability of the surrounding rock.

FIGURE 13 | Relationship between D value and bedding angle of
anchored and unanchored sandstone.
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FIGURE 14 | Distribution of acoustic emission event height with time in layered sandstone: (A) 0° sandstone; (B) 30° sandstone; (C) 45° sandstone; (D) 60°

sandstone; (E) 90° sandstone.
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CONCLUSION

1) In the process of uniaxial compression, the total input strain
energy of the press to the sandstone is mainly stored as elastic
strain energy. Among them, 45° bedding sandstone stores the
most energy, and anchored sandstone stores more energy than
unanchored sandstone. The release of energy increases
continuously in the compaction stage of sandstone,
remaining quasi-stable in the elastic stage until the release
of energy in the plastic stage increases exponentially until
instability failure of the sandstone occurs.

2) The high count and high energy of acoustic emission mainly
occur in the stage of plastic damage. In the compaction stage, the
acoustic emission count and energy of anchored and unanchored

sandstone exhibit low peaks. With the increase of pressure, the
anchored sandstone shows a higher count and energy earlier than
the unanchored sandstone, and the duration thereof is longer
than in unanchored specimens. The sandstone has higher stability
under the action of anchorage.

3) The B values of anchored and unanchored sandstones with
different bedding angles first increase, then decrease during
the process leading to eventual failure. The B value of
anchored sandstone is generally higher than that of
unanchored sandstone throughout the compression
process. The anchoring effect can inhibit the development
of internal fractures and improve the compressive strength
and toughness of sandstone. At failure, B decreases
continuously and rapidly which can be regarded as

FIGURE 15 | Relationship between acoustic emission event spatial fractal dimension and stress: (A) 0° sandstone; (B) 30° sandstone; (C) 45° sandstone; (D) 60°

sandstone; (E) 90° sandstone.
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precursory information warning of the imminent failure of
anchored and unanchored sandstone masses.

4) The acoustic emission events in the failure process of anchored
and unanchored layered sandstone have fractal characteristics in
space, and the range of fractal dimension D is [2, 3]. With the
increase of bedding angle, D first increases, then decreases, which
is consistent with the changes in energy storage and compressive
strength. At the same bedding angle, the D value of anchored
sandstone is greater than that of unanchored sandstone; D
increases with the relative peak stress, showing a process of
rapid growth and then slow growth which then repeats. The
acoustic emission event counts grow uniformly and slowly in
space, and the toughness and stability of sandstone are improved
to a certain extent.
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